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ABSTRACT
An Evaluation of the Time Constrained and Resource Constrained
Scheduling Features of Commercially Available Project Management
Software
by
John Sheppard Norwood, M.S.E.
The University of Texas at Austin, 1996
SUPERVISOR: Calin M. Popescu
The major suppliers of commercially available project management
software were identified. These suppliers were surveyed to ascertain the
nature of the time constrained and resource constrained scheduling
effectiveness provided by the software. The survey also identifies the major
features of the software as well as the minimum and recommended computer
hardware requirements for the software. The software suppliers were all
provided with the same sample network for time constrained and resource
constrained scheduling. The results of the scheduling calculations are analyzed
to evaluate the effectiveness of the software's procedures. No specific
recommendations or opinions are given concerning any of the individual
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It is the intention of this thesis to analyze the performance of the time
and resource constrained resource scheduling procedures of commercially
available project management scheduling software. There are currently
available a multitude of software products which are intended for the use of all
types of project managers, not just those in the construction industry. Many of
these software products focus on only one of the many aspects of a project
manager's concerns.
In general, project management software can be classified into four
general categories: accounting, communication, scheduling, and multifaceted
software products. The accounting type of software products are designed to
track cost and resource expenditures on each of the individual tasks which
make up the overall project. These products provide for the planning of
resource utilization and a detailed history of where resources have been
expended. They also usually provide a comparison with a selected base line,
typically the project budget. This provides the project manager with a picture
of which tasks or activities are exceeding the anticipated costs. From this

information, project managers can focus their attention on the activities which,
historically, have resulted in cost over runs.
A second general category of project management software products,
the communication or graphics type, are designed as a communication tool.
These products allow the project manager to graphically represent the status of
each task or activity. With these graphic representations, the project manager
can more easily communicate to superiors, subordinates, and colleagues, the
status of each activity, past performance, and expected future outcomes.
These software projects do not actually schedule the activities of a project.
They depend on information provided by either the manager or another
software product to show the relationships between activities, scheduled dates,
percent complete, etc.. As such, these products are typically supplied as add-
ons, or companion products to scheduling software products.
What is typically called scheduling software is the third general
category of project management software products. These products allow the
project manager to schedule activities within given constraints. The constraints
can be either external, such as required phase and contract completion dates, or
internal, such as one activity may not begin until another activity is complete.
External constraints can be considered those restrictions placed on a project
from outside the project management organization or the project itself. One

typical example of an external constraint would be a required delivery date or
contract completion date. Internal constraints are considered to be those
imposed by the project manager for business reasons or as a result of
professional judgment. Examples of these types of constraints are how many
people to assign to a particular task, or the order in which to accomplish tasks.
Software products which fall into the fourth general category provide a
combination of at least two of the previous three categories. As such, these
products can be termed multifaceted project management software.
The ability to automatically level out peaks and valleys in the required
daily amounts of resources is one major feature of scheduling software, and the
multifaceted products which incorporate scheduling software features. This
procedure is typically referred to as "leveling," "smoothing," or "time
constrained resource scheduling." A second major feature of scheduling
software is the ability to schedule activities based on the maximum available
amounts of a given resource or resources. This procedure is referred to as
resource "allocation," or "resource constrained scheduling." To confuse the
issue, resource constrained scheduling is also often referred to as "leveling."
The procedures and computer algorithms which are used to perform
the time and resource constrained scheduling procedures can be very effective.
However, these procedures have several draw backs. First, they are inherently

inflexible and sequential in nature. Secondly, they rely on the expertise of the
code writer and project manager to make logical decisions. Given this, these
products may not always provide the optimal solution. Project management
software products compensate for these shortcomings with the rapid results
provided by the speed of modern desktop computers. A good discussion of
the limitations of scheduling software is provided by Mr. Levine in his two
article series for PMNETwork (Levine 1994a and 1994b).
This thesis will evaluate the effectiveness of the time and resource
constrained resource scheduling procedures of various scheduling software
products by comparing their results with a manually calculated optimal
solution. The optimal solutions are developed from a short sample network of
26 activities with one resource, mandays, assigned to each activity. The
network was designed to be simple enough for manual calculation of time and
resource constrained resource scheduling and yet large enough to demonstrate
the differences between software products.
1.2 Scope
In order to accomplish its purpose, this thesis first identified as many
commercially available computer scheduling software products as possible.

The vendors of these products were then asked to respond to a short survey on
the characteristics and requirements of their product. In addition, the survey
respondents were asked to enter the sample network of tasks into their
product. The respondents were also asked to perform a time constrained
resource scheduling calculation on the sample network as well as a resource
constrained resource calculation. The various results of the calculations were
grouped into two separate sample populations. These sample populations




It is not the purpose of this thesis to discuss at any length the various
scheduling methods. It is considered necessary, however, to briefly review the
most common methods and terminology. An excellent reference for a
comprehensive discussion of scheduling methods and procedures is Moder et
al. (1983).
The most basic method of scheduling the various activities of any given
project is bar charting. This is also commonly referred to as a Gantt chart. A
Gantt chart is a graphic representation of the duration of each activity. A
horizontal bar is placed for each activity in the overall project such that its
width represents the activity's overall duration. The relative placement of the
bars right or left indicates the anticipated start and finish dates. The principal
draw back with Gantt charts is that they do not depict the relationships and
dependencies between activities. In spite of this, Gantt charts are commonly
used as a simple graphical tool in communicating project status. Almost all
scheduling software programs include Gantt charts as a basic form of output.
As will be discussed later, Appendices B, D, and F are typical bar, or Gantt
charts.

The next most common method of project scheduling is referred to as
the Critical Path Method (CPM). CPM can actually be divided into two major
subcategories. The first being activity on arrow, or simply the arrow
diagramming method (ADM). With ADM each activity is represented by an
arrow. The duration of each activity is centered just beneath the arrow.
Activity arrows are connected at nodes which represent the dependencies or
relationships between activities. Activity on node or the precedence
diagramming method (PDM) is the second sub-category. PDM is almost the
exact opposite ofADM in the way that activities are represented. In PDM,
each activity is represented by a node, typically in the form of a box which
contains all information relevant to the scheduling of an activity. The
relationship between activities is depicted with arrows which lead from
predecessors to successors. Both of these CPM methods solve the basic
problem with bar charts in that they accurately represent the relationships
between activities.
The principal advantage ofCPM techniques is the ability to perform the
scheduling calculations which are commonly referred to as forward and
backward passes. The forward pass calculation develops the early start of each
activity from the finish of preceding activities. The process begins with any
activities which have no predecessors. The earliest possible start of any

successor activities is calculated from the latest finish of all its predecessors
plus any lag or additional delay required. Conversely, on the backward pass,
the late finish and consequently the late start of each activity can be calculated
by starting from the activities with no successors. The late finish of all
activities with no successors is typically set at either the early finish of the
latest activity, or the required completion date. The late finish of any
predecessor is then determined from the earliest late start of all its successors
minus any lag or required delay. The backward pass can also provide the
amount of total and free float for each activity. The activity's free float is
defined as the amount of time which an activity can be delayed with out
delaying the early start of any succeeding activity. Similarly, the total float of
an activity is the amount of time which the activity can be delayed without
delaying the early finish of the entire project. The series of activities with the
least total float is commonly referred to as the critical path, hence the name for
these scheduling methods. CPM in either or both of its forms is the basis for
the vast majority of currently available scheduling software.
A third scheduling method called PERT, for Performance Evaluation
and Review Technique, is less commonly used. The principal feature ofPERT
is the incorporation of multiple possible durations and the associated
probability of each duration with either arrow or precedence diagramming.

Using PERT a project's total duration can be calculated as well as the
probability of actually meeting the projected date. PERT has proved useful in
research and development projects as well as other areas involving new or
untried technology and techniques. The applicability and effectiveness of
PERT is inversely related to the degree of certainty in the duration of the
activities which compose a project. One final note on PERT is that the term is
often used incorrectly to describe the precedence diagramming method.
In researching this thesis a wide variety of new scheduling techniques
were encountered. Several of these techniques deserve mention. Russell and
Wong (1993) and Russell and Caselton (1988) describe a scheduling method
and software product developed for projects which involve a significant
repetition of a series of activities. Moselhi (1993) describes how the direct
stiffness method of structural analysis can be applied to scheduling projects.
This technique is applicable to projects with scheduling constraints, and the
analysis of time - cost trade-offs. Badiru (1993) presents a variation on CPM
in which resources replace activities as the principal building block of a
schedule.

2.2 Time Constrained Resource Scheduling
Time constrained resource scheduling is one of the two basic resource
scheduling procedures performed by the majority of scheduling software.
Unfortunately, the majority of research and papers have been devoted to
resource constrained resource scheduling, the other basic resource scheduling
procedure (Seibert and Evans 1991). Resource constrained resource
scheduling will be discussed in the next section.
The starting point for time constrained resource scheduling is a CPM
network of a project for which the forward and backward passes have been
completed. Each activity is then assigned its required resources based on
unlimited availability of the required resources. Each activity can then be
moved or slid within its available free and total float in order to minimize the
changes in required resource levels between time periods. The process is
carried out for each non-critical activity in the project for the simple reason
that the critical activities have no float. Any change in the scheduling of a
critical activity would either violate the relationships between the activities or
delay the early finish of the project. In time constrained resource scheduling
there are no set limits on the amount of resources available. The only hard
10

criteria is that the fixed completion of the last activity not be delayed. As
mentioned in section 2. 1 above, the fixed completion can be either the early
finish of the overall project as calculated by the forward pass, or an imposed
date such as the required project completion. Time constrained resource
scheduling is considered necessary as fluctuations in resource levels "are very
undesirable because they often present labor, utilization, and financial
difficulties to the contractor." (Easa 1989)
The methods of time constrained resource scheduling can generally be
categorized as either heuristic or optimization. The heuristic approach uses the
application of various rules of precedence to decide which of several activities
will be scheduled first and which will be postponed when an undesirable
change in resource requirements occurs. An optimization approach on the
other hand examines all possible scheduling scenarios and then chooses the
best solution based on a given measure or metric.
The principle advantage to a heuristic approach is that significantly less
calculation time is required. Conversely, the principle disadvantage of an
optimization approach is that each possible scheduling scenario must be
evaluated. The number of calculations required and the associated time for this
approach typically limits its applicability to desktop computers, even for short
11

simple networks. For this reason, the majority of scheduling software products
utilize a heuristic approach to time constrained resource scheduling.
The principle disadvantage to a heuristic approach can best be
described as the approximate nature of the result. A heuristic method, by its
very nature will not necessarily find the one best solution. Rather, it uses the
application of various rules to decide which activities should be scheduled and
which should be postponed. The choice of priorities in scheduling activities
can significantly affect the outcome. On the other hand, the optimization
approach can choose which scenario provides the "best" solution by evaluating
each and every scheduling scenario.
There are two common metrics used for evaluating the effectiveness of
time constrained resource scheduling procedures. The first metric is the sum
of the absolute values of the changes in resource requirements between time
periods. The second metric being the sum of the squares of the changes in
resource requirements per time period. Either metric provides a measure of
the effectiveness of the procedure at reducing the variation in resource
requirements per time period for a particular project or network. It must be
pointed out that neither metric can be used to compare time constrained
resource scheduling results between projects. The metrics are only useful in
comparing the results of a scheduling procedure with the original CPM
12

network or baseline. The unique characteristics of each individual network
such as number of activities, amount of float, and percentage of critical
activities precludes comparisons between networks. The squaring metric does
provide an advantage in the exaggeration of small differences in time
constrained resource scheduling performance. For this reason, the squaring
metric was chosen in evaluating the effectiveness of the time constrained
resource scheduling procedures used in this thesis.
2.3 Resource Constrained Resource Scheduling
The second basic resource scheduling procedure, which is conducted
by scheduling software, is known by a variety of terms. The most commonly
used terms are resource allocation, resource constrained scheduling (Drexl and
Gruenewald 1993) and (Oguz and Bala 1994), and unfortunately, resource
leveling (Primavera 1991). As with the procedure for time constrained
resource scheduling discussed above, resource constrained resource scheduling
begins with a resource loaded CPM diagram with the relevant calculations of
early and late, start and finish, and free and total float completed. For resource
constrained resource scheduling the early finish of the last activity is not fixed
or locked. Rather the total amount of a resource or resources available is
13

given a set maximum amount available per time period. Hence the
terminology, resource constrained resource scheduling. The maximum
available limit of a resource may be constant over the duration of a project, or
in some cases, variable with time. The limits imposed may be the result of
actual resource availability or management decisions. Once the resource limits
are set the project is rescheduled one activity at a time. When there are
insufficient available resources to accomplish a given activity it must be
postponed until the resources are available. There are two basic variations on
these rules which should be considered. The first allows for an activities total
duration to be adjusted without changing the total required resources to
complete the activity. This is commonly referred to as effort driven
scheduling. The name derives from the fact that the anticipated effort and
available resources determines an activities duration. The second variation is
to allow activities to be temporarily suspended or interrupted to accommodate
resource requirements in other, more critical activities. This is commonly
referred to as splitting an activity. Some software products allow splits as an
option when performing scheduling.
Resource constrained resource scheduling methods can also be
classified into the same two general categories of heuristic and optimization
methods discussed for time constrained resource scheduling. The heuristic
14

method follows preset rules and priorities to determine the order in which
activities are rescheduled. The optimization method examines all possible
scheduling scenarios and then chooses the best solution.
Similar advantages and disadvantages apply for resource constrained
resource scheduling as do for time constrained resource scheduling.
Optimization is calculation and memory intensive while the heuristic approach
offers only an approximate solution. Oguz and Bala (1994) provide a good
description ofjust how calculation intensive the optimization method is. The
majority of scheduling software uses the heuristic method due to the limitations
of desktop computers.
One point which must be stressed for the heuristic method of resource
constrained resource scheduling is that the order, or priority, in which activities
are rescheduled can significantly affect the outcome. For example, the election
to schedule a non-critical and resource intensive activity ahead of a critical
activity may significantly delay the early finish of the last activity.
For either the heuristic or optimization method of resource constrained
resource scheduling the typical metric of performance is the overall delay in the
completion of the project as compared to the unconstrained early completion.
A shorter scheduling delay being preferred over a longer one due to the
relatively high daily overhead costs associated with most projects. The analysis
15

in this thesis uses the metric of the overall delay in the project expressed as a
percentage of the original duration. The one drawback to this metric is, again,
that the results can not be compared between two different networks. This is
even true when the overall delay in completion is expressed as a percentage of
the original duration. The reasons for this lack of comparability are the same
as for time constrained resource scheduling.
The literature on resource constrained resource scheduling is much
more plentiful and varied than that for time constrained resource scheduling.
This is probably a direct result of the much more troublesome problem of not
having enough resources as compared to the somewhat idealistic problem of
minimizing variations in resource requirements. Moder et al. (1983) provide
an excellent and thorough discussion of the theory and methodology of
resource constrained resource scheduling. Shanmuganayagam (1989), and
Drexl and Gruenewald (1993) provide some innovative approaches to the
mathematical aspects of resource constrained resource scheduling using
optimization methods. Finally, Russell and Caselton (1988) discuss the
application of resource constrained resource scheduling to projects with a





The process of gathering data for this thesis involved four steps or
phases. The first being the identification of as many vendors of scheduling
software as possible. A literature search of previous surveys and reviews of
construction software resulted in four excellent sources of information. Badiru
and Whitehouse (1989), Constructor (1992), and PMNETwork (1994a and
1994b) all provided extensive and comprehensive lists of software vendors.
These four lists were consolidated into a database of potential contacts. Those
software products which were clearly not within the scope of this thesis were
excluded. Duplicate vendor addresses or points of contact were retained as
separate records in the database to ensure that every vendor could be
contacted.
A survey of the basic requirements and features of typical scheduling
software was developed next. The survey covered the basic categories of:
vendor information, operating system requirements, software features,
software output, time analysis, resource characteristics, and resource analysis.
In addition, the survey included a simple 26 activity network loaded with a
single resource, mandays. All of the relationships between the activities are
17

finish to start. This network was intentionally kept relatively simple to allow
for manual time and resource constrained resource scheduling and to increase
the chances of vendors actually responding to the survey.
An essential part of the survey is the request that each vendor load the
sample network into their software product. Each vendor is asked to provide a
baseline tabular report of the network and a resource histogram, if possible.
The baseline reports as well as any other information provided are to be used
as a control to ensure that the network was entered into the software correctly.
After completing the baseline reports, the vendors are asked to perform
separate time constrained and resource constrained resource scheduling
calculations on the baseline network. For the time constrained calculations, it
is emphasized that the early finish of the last activity can not be delayed. For
the resource constrained calculations the total maximum daily resource
availability is set at ten men per day. This limit was intentionally set just
slightly below the peak baseline requirement of twelve men per day. A copy of
the survey is attached as Appendix A. The individual results will be discussed
in detail later in Section 5.
Once the survey was developed each potential vendor was contacted by
telephone to request their participation in the survey. The original database
18

included over one hundred and fifty vendors, many being duplicate vendor
names with various addresses, phone numbers and points of contact.
Due to the rapid rate of change in the software industry many vendors
were unable to be contacted. Almost universally, either the phone number was
disconnected, had been changed, or the point of contact no longer worked for
the company. In one particular case, the company was in receivership and their
lawyers answered the call. In total, seventy one vendors were able to be
contacted. At this point in the research, duplicate vendor addresses and
multiple vendors of the same software product were eliminated.
Of the vendors contacted, twenty one were no longer selling a
scheduling product or the product did not perform resource analysis. Only one
vendor declined to participate in the survey over the telephone. The remaining
fifty vendors were considered valid for the purpose of the survey and this
thesis. Each vendor was sent a copy of the survey with a cover letter
addressed to the point of contact. The cover letter repeated the request for
their participation and detailed the scope and purpose of this thesis. A list of
the valid vendors with their mailing addresses, points of contact, telephone and
facsimile numbers is attached as Appendix H.
The next phase in the data gathering process was to encourage the
vendors to respond to the survey. Although all of the vendors were very
19

helpful over the phone, they were less than enthusiastic in replying to the
survey. During follow-up telephone calls it became apparent that some of the
products originally considered valid were in fact accounting or graphics type
software. Several vendors eventually declined to participate based on a lack of
time to respond. This reduced the sample population to a total of thirty one.
Eventually only fourteen vendors responded to the survey.
3.2 Methods of Analysis
The analysis of the data provided by the survey respondents was
straight forward, but time consuming. The vendors responses to the first half
of the survey were entered into a database for reference purposes. This
database is attached as Appendix I.
The vendor's responses to the second half of the survey were each
analyzed in detail. All three of the data sets (unconstrained baseline, time
constrained calculations, and resource constrained calculations) provided by
the vendors were analyzed. The unconstrained baseline provided was
evaluated as a control to ensure that the sample project had been entered
properly In addition, the time constrained and resource constrained
20

calculations were also analyzed to ensure that the network logic was not
violated during scheduling.
For the time constrained calculations, the daily resource requirement
was extracted from either the tabular reports, Gantt charts, or the resource
histogram provided. The daily resource requirement for each response was
entered into a computer spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was then used to
calculate the sum of the squares of the difference in required resources from
one day to the next for each respondent. The resultant was used as a metric of
the effectiveness of the calculation procedures and computer algorithms of the
software product.
For the resource constrained calculations, the unconstrained baseline
duration of fifty one days was subtracted from the total duration of the project
after running the resource constrained resource scheduling. The difference was
divided by the baseline duration of fifty one and multiplied by one hundred.
The resultant was an expression of the percent delay caused by the resource
constrained calculation algorithms of each software product.
The vendor responses for the time constrained and resource
constrained calculations were then separated into two separate groups or
sample populations. One group for time constrained and the other for resource
21

constrained. Each group was then compared to the optimal time constrained
and resource constrained solutions developed manually by the author.
Due to the highly competitive nature of the software industry, and for
liability reasons, the individual results of the time and resource constrained
calculations for each vendor are not identified by name in this thesis. In




4. PRESENTATION OF DATA
4.1 Baseline Solution
The baseline solution was developed manually using a computer
spreadsheet. Using the same sample network contained in the survey a
baseline or unconstrained network was developed. Each activity was
scheduled in accordance with the predecessor and successor logic provided in
the survey. A forward pass calculation was then performed. The forward pass
provided each activity with both its early start and early finish. A backward
pass was then executed to obtain each activities late finish and late start. A
second backward pass provided the total and free float for each activity. Table
1 presents the results of these calculations. The total duration of the baseline
project is fifty one project work days. When the resource constrained metric
of the sum of squares of the daily differences in resource requirements is
calculated for the baseline schedule the result is 249. This metric was
calculated for the baseline as a standard by which to measure the effectiveness
resource constrained scheduling procedures. A bar chart of the baseline
schedule is attached in Appendix B A resource histogram of the baseline
schedule is attached as Appendix C.
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30 C 1 4 1 2 2 3 1
10 A 5 3 1 1 6 6
90 I 2 3 2 3 4 5 1
40 D 4 2 2 10 6 14 8 6
100 J 5 4 4 5 9 10 1
20 B 1 5 6 6 7 7
50 E 5 3 7 9 12 14 2
80 H 10 5 7 7 17 17
110 K 6 2 9 10 15 16 1
60 F 2 4 12 14 14 16 2 1
140 N 4 2 15 16 19 20 1
120 L 5 3 15 16 20 21 1
70 ,G 12 2 17 17 29 29
150 5 3 19 20 24 25 1
130 M 8 5 20 21 28 29 1
160 P 4 2 24 25 28 29 1
190 S 7 4 28 29 35 36 1
170 Q 3 4 29 29 32 32
180 R 4 2 32 32 36 36
230 W 10 4 35 38 45 48 3 2
200 T 4 3 36 36 40 40
210 U 5 5 40 42 45 47 2 2
220 V 7 2 40 40 47 47
250 Y 3 5 47 48 50 51 1 1
240 X 4 3 47 47 51 51
260 Z 1 4 51 51 52 52
Note: Early Start, Late Start, Early Finish, and Late Finish are indicated in project work
days. Activities start or finish on the morning of the day indicated.
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4.2 Time Constrained Solution
With the unconstrained baseline schedule established the resource
constrained resource scheduling of the network was performed. To repeat the
earlier discussion on time constrained resource scheduling, the principle
constraint during this scheduling process was that the early finish of the last
activity could not be delayed. That is activity 260 could not finish any later
than the morning of the 52nd day. In addition, no splitting of activities or
change in activity duration was considered. To insure that the early finish of
activity 260 was not delayed, all activities with zero total float were scheduled
first. This effectively removed them from the time constrained resource
scheduling process. The activities with zero total float are: 10, 20, 70, 80,
170, 180, 200, 220, 240, and 260. These activities constitute the critical path
for the project. Each of the remaining activities was initially scheduled on its
original early start date from the baseline. The sum of the square of the
difference in resource requirements from one day to the next was then
examined beginning with the first day of the project. If the result of this metric
was less than or equal to one on the day before the start of any activity, the
activity was not considered for postponement. The first point at which the
25

metric is greater than one is between days 6 and 7. This coincides with the end
of activity 20 and the beginning of activities 50 and 80. Since activities 20 has
already been scheduled and 80 is critical they can not be considered for
rescheduling. Activity 50, however, has two days of total float and can be
delayed without delaying the overall project. In delaying the start of activity
50 by two days, the successor activities are also delayed and the metric is
reduced to 209. The delay in scheduling the start of activity 50 effectively
makes activity 50 and its successors with less than two days float critical. This
includes activities 60, 140, 150, 160, and 190. Activity 230 still has one day
each of free and total float. The next point at which the resource metric is
greater than one and associated with a non-critical activity is between days
fourteen and fifteen with the start of activity 120. When the start of activity
120 and all of its successors with no free float are delayed by one day the
resource metric becomes 165. This change also causes activities 120, 150, and
160 to become critical. The last point at which the schedule can be adjusted
under the given criteria is on day 40 with the start of activity 210. If activity
210 is delayed one day the resource metric jumps back up to 215. However, if
activity 210 is delayed a second day, still within its float, the resource metric
drops to 115. This is considered a significant improvement over the original
metric value of 249
26

Table 2 presents the time constrained resource scheduled project. It
should be noted that the free and total float values for this schedule have a
significantly different meaning from the baseline schedule. In this case, each
activity with free or total float can be delayed without impacting the early
completion of activity 260. If any activity is delayed, however, the time
constrained scheduling of resource requirements can be significantly affected.
For this reason, the concept of float is not applicable to a time constrained
resource scheduled project. Appendix D is a bar chart of the project after the
manual time constrained resource scheduling. Appendix E is the daily resource
histogram of the project after time constrained rescue scheduling.
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30 C 1 4 1 2 2 3 1
10 A 5 3 1 1 6 6
90 I 2 3 2 3 4 5 1
40 D 4 2 2 10 6 14 8 8
100 J 5 4 4 5 9 10 1
20 B 1 5 6 6 7 7
50 E 5 3 7 9 12 14 2
80 H 10 5 7 7 17 17
110 K 6 2 9 10 15 16 1
60 ' F 2 4 12 14 14 16 2 1
140 N 4 2 15 16 19 20 1
120 L 5 3 15 16 20 21 1
70 G 12 2 17 17 29 29
150 5 3 19 20 24 25 1
130 M 8 5 20 21 28 29 1
160 P 4 2 24 25 28 29 1
190 S 7 4 28 29 35 36 1
170 Q 3 4 29 29 32 32
180 R 4 2 32 32 36 36
230 W 10 4 35 38 45 48 3 2
200 T 4 3 36 36 40 40
210 U 5 5 40 42 45 47 2 2
220 V 7 2 40 40 47 47
250 Y 3 5 47 48 50 51 1 1
240 X 4 3 47 47 51 51
260 Z 1 4 51 51 52 52
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4.3 Resource Constrained Solution
The process of resource constrained scheduling was conducted next.
To briefly repeat what was said in section 2.3, for resource constrained
scheduling the principle constraint imposed is that the total requirement for a
given resource can not exceed a set maximum amount. The intent being to
anticipate and avoid any over commitment of available resources. As
described in section 4.2 for time constrained scheduling, the process of
resource constrained scheduling begins with the resource loaded baseline
schedule of the project with forward and backward pass calculations
completed.
The first actual step in the resource constrained scheduling process is to
identify the priority order in which the activities will be considered for
scheduling. The order in which activities are considered for scheduling is
critical to the effectiveness of the procedure. For example, if an activity with
available free float were to be scheduled first and then a lack of available
resources delayed the start of a critical activity, the early finish of the project
would be unnecessarily delayed. Therefore, priority in scheduling should be
given to those activities which have the least schedule flexibility. The least
29

amount of schedule flexibility could also be termed the greatest potential for
delaying the early finish of the overall project For the manual resource
constrained scheduling of the sample project, activities were sorted in
ascending order of early start, amount of total float, and amount of free float.
The primary sort, in order of early start, was chosen so that each activity was
considered for scheduling as soon as the activities predecessors would allow.
The secondary sort, in order of total float, was chosen so that the activities
with the least flexibility in scheduling were considered first. Finally, the third
sort criteria of free float further refines the selection for scheduling of activities
with less schedule flexibility.
The resource requirement limit of a total often men per day for all
activities was previously chosen for the sample network when developing the
vendor survey. With the resource requirement limit imposed the final phase of
the resource constrained scheduling process was begun. Each activity was
initially considered for scheduling on its baseline early start date in priority
order. If sufficient resources were available to begin the activity, it was
scheduled for its complete duration. As with time constrained resource
scheduling, no splitting or change in duration of activities was considered. If
there were insufficient resources to begin an activity its start was delayed until
sufficient resources were available. The start of any other lower priority
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activities able to begin on the same day was also delayed. In addition, any
successors to the delayed activity must also be delayed in order to preserve the
network logic.
The first resource shortfall occurs on project day 7 with the
commencement of activities 50 and 80. Activity 100 is already scheduled with
a requirement for four men per day. Both activity 50 and 80 can not be
scheduled due to a lack of available resources. Activity 50 is a lower priority
and is therefore delayed due to its higher amount of float. The early start of
activity 50 is postponed two days until resources are available. The delay in
start of activity 50 causes a ripple effect through its successor activity 60 and
other subsequent successors, 140, 150, 160, 190, 200, 210, 220, 230, 240,
250, and 260. Activities 70, 170, and 180 are not delayed at this point as there
is sufficient float between them and their predecessors to absorb the two day
delay. With the schedule thus partially recalculated, the next resource shortfall
occurs on project day 14 with the potential start of activity 60 an then on
project day 15 with activity 120. This procedure of checking available
resources, delaying activities, and successors is carried out through the
remainder of the schedule.
The final allocated schedule has a total duration of 56 days, or 9.8%
longer than the baseline. Table 3 presents the results of the resource
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constrained calculations. Appendix F is a bar chart of the resource constrained
schedule. Appendix G is a resource histogram of the resource constrained
schedule.
The concept of float can be applied to the resource constrained solution
unlike the time constrained solution. However, when calculating float,
resource availability must be considered as well as the late start of successors.
Similar to the baseline calculations of float, the resource constrained float
calculations are made with respect to the revised late finish of the last activity,
260. In addition the resource limit often men per day must also be taken into
consideration when performing the float calculations. Specifically, an activity
losses its float and can not be delayed if the delay would cause a lack of
available resources for any successor. This effectively reduces the amount of
float available to many activities, especially those which are resource intensive.
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30 C 1 4 1 1 2 2
10 A 5 3 1 4 6 9 3
90 I 2 3 2 2 4 4
40 D 4 2 2 5 6 9 3
100 J 5 4 4 4 9 9
20 B 1 5 6 8 7 9 3
50 E 5 3 9 10 14 15 1 1
80 H 10 5 7 11 17 21 4
110 K 6 2 9 9 15 15
60 F 2 4 15 15 17 17
140 N 4 2 17 17 21 21
120 L 5 3 17 17 22 22
70 G 12 2 17 21 29 34 4
150 5 3 21 21 26 26
130 M 8 5 22 22 30 30
160 P 4 2 26 26 30 30
190 S 7 4 30 30 37 37
170 Q 3 4 30 34 33 37 4
180 R 4 2 33 37 37 41 4
230 W 10 4 37 37 47 47
200 T 4 3 37 41 41 45 4
210 U 5 5 47 47 52 52
220 V 7 2 41 45 48 52 4
250 Y 3 5 48 53 51 56 5 5
240 X 4 3 52 52 56 56
260 Z 1 4 56 56 57 57
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4.4 Summary of Responses
A total of 50 vendors were still considered valid after the initial
telephone contact. During follow up telephone calls it became apparent that
14 of the software products were in fact of the accounting or graphics type and
did not in fact perform resource scheduling. In addition, five vendors
eventually declined to participate based on being too busy to respond to the
survey and run the project through their product. Of the remaining 3 1 vendors
only 14 eventually responded to the survey. The network for five of the
products was entered by the author into either demonstration versions
provided by the vendors or available licensed copies of the products. On one
of the products multiple resource constrained scheduling calculations were
performed with different sort or prioritization criteria. This was conducted to
further evaluate the effect of different prioritization criteria on the resource
constrained scheduling results.
All of the responses and the various scheduling results were checked to
ensure that the baseline network had been entered properly and that the
scheduling procedures did not violate the dependencies of the sample project.
The detailed analysis of the individual results is included in the next section. A
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list of vendors contacted and considered valid is attached as Appendix H. The
actual responses to all of the surveys are to large to include in this thesis.
Instead, a summary of the responses is included as Appendix I. In addition, the
original responses and background research for this thesis are available from
the supervising professor via the University of Texas at Austin.
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5. ANALYSIS OF DATA
5.1 Time Constrained Resource Scheduling Procedure
In order to analyze the effectiveness of each software's time
constrained scheduling procedures, the evaluation metric was calculated for
each vendor's software product For each product the daily resource
requirement from the time constrained solution was entered into a computer
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was then used to calculate the square of the
change in resource requirements from one day to the next. Finally, the squares
of the changes in resource requirements was summed over the duration of the
project. The resultant is considered an excellent metric of the effectiveness of
the product's time constrained resource scheduling procedure when compared
to the same metric calculated for the baseline schedule of the same network.
The time constrained resource scheduling metric for these responses
ranged from a low of 1 15 to a high of 249. The value of 1 15 equals the value
obtained by the manual time constrained scheduling solution. A value of 249 is
equal to the value obtained for the project baseline and is indicative of no
change in the project schedule when the time constrained resource scheduling
procedures were conducted. Figures 1 and 2 compare the daily resource
requirements that were calculated by each product for the time constrained
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resource scheduling solution. Only one product, that labeled as "Product B" in
figure 1, equaled the manual solution's effectiveness as demonstrated by the
metric value of 1 15. Products A, C, F, and M all obtained values of 165 for
the evaluation metric. Product E obtained a metric value of 177. Products D,
J and L obtained metric values of 249 indicating that there was no effective










I Manual =115 B Product A =111 D Product B =
I Product D = 1 1 5 E3 Product E = H Product F =
M Product C= 165
m Product G = 249
Figure 1: Time Constrained Resource Scheduling Results





m Manual =115 B Product H = 165 Product 1 = M Product J = 165
Product K = 249 Product L = 165 H ProductM = 249
Figure 2: Time Constrained Resource Scheduling Results
Part II (Products H through M)
The fact that any two products obtained the same metric does not mean
that the two resulting schedules are identical. This can best be demonstrated
by a detailed comparison of the manual solution and that for product B. Both
obtained the same metric but there are differences in the two schedules. For
example, on project day 9 the manual solution schedules activities 50 and 20 to
start. Product B on the other hand delays activity 20 an additional day even
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though sufficient resources are available. The additional delay neither violates
the project dependencies nor delays to the early completion of the project.
Product B's solution is perfectly acceptable with in the rules of time
constrained resource scheduling. Without the ability to analyze the actual
calculation algorithms for product B it is not possible to determine the exact
difference in the calculation procedures. Similar differences can be found
between the products which obtained an effectiveness metric of 165.
The range of values for the time constrained scheduling metric was
much wider than expected, and can be attributed to two factors. First, the
square function of the metric itself was chosen intentionally to exaggerate any
minor differences in the effectiveness of the various scheduling procedures.
The second factor is attributable only to the effectiveness of the time
constrained scheduling procedures used by the different software programs.
The results clearly indicate that all of the programs do not provide the best
solution, or in some cases, any improvement over the baseline schedule.
5.2 Resource Constrained Resource Scheduling Procedure
The analysis of the results from the resource constrained solutions was
not as straight forward as expected. Although a relatively simple metric was
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used to quantify the differences in performance, the causes of the differences
was difficult to detect. The metric used for comparison was the percent of
overall delay in the completion of the project. For each response, the original
project baseline duration of 51 project days was subtracted from the total
project duration after the resource constrained scheduling procedures were
performed. This difference in durations was divided by the original duration
and multiplied by 100 to achieve a percent delay for the project. For example,
the calculation of the metric for the manual solution to resource constrained
scheduling was: ( 56 - 51 ) / 51 x 100 = 9.8% delay in early completion of the
project.
The values of the percent delay metric for the various solutions ranged
from a low of 3.9% to a high of 3 1.37%. Five of the solutions matched the
manual solution's performance of a 9.8 % delay in early completion of the
project. Only one software product, identified as product G, improved on the
manual solution with a percent delay of 3.9% or only two project days.
Initially, the reason for this improved performance was not readily apparent as
the tabular report of the resource constrained scheduling results only showed
the original early start and early finish dates. However, when the resource
histogram of the scheduling results was analyzed on a day by day basis it
became apparent that the product had split activities. That is that certain
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activities were temporarily stopped and then restarted at a later date when
resource conflicts arose. For example, on project day fourteen the only way to
have a resource total of nine is to split activity 1 10 and delay the last day of the
activity from project day 14 to project day 15. Similarly, on project day 15 the
only way to have a total resource requirement of 6 mandays is to delay the last
two days of activity 80. Analysis of the results for project days 41 through 47
indicates that activities 210 and 230 were alternately scheduled for one day at a
time to avoid the baseline schedule total resource requirement of eleven
mandays. This is a classic example of the splitting of activities to minimize
daily total resource requirements. Unfortunately, the results for product G can
not be compared directly with the results from the other products since activity
splits were performed. Figure 3 is the resource histogram of the resource
constrained scheduling solution calculate by product G.
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5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53
PROJECT DAYS
BIO A 30C D90I 40 D 100 J B20B B80H 50E 110 K
H60F D120L Q140N B70G B150O a i.io m 160P 190 S 170Q
D 180 R D230W 200T E3 220 V E3210U 240X B250 Y B260Z
Figure 3: Resource Constrained Histogram for Product G
The resource constrained solution for product A proved even more
difficult to analyze. The tabular report of the results for product A shows that
activities were not scheduled to occur on full days. Instead, activities were
scheduled in tenths of a project day. For example, activity 50 is scheduled to
start on day 7.7 and concluded on day 12.7. Therefore, only 3/10 of the three
mandays required for activity 50, or .9 total mandays are actually scheduled for
project day 8. This causes the resource histogram of the results of the
calculations to reflect tenths of a manday required per day. No activity
durations were changed and activities were not split. Another complicating
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factor is that the product uses day zero as the first project day as opposed to
day one. This does not materially affect the results but made comparison to
other products more difficult. Two different project durations were used to
compare the results to other products. The first project duration (identified as
Al) was taken from the resource histogram which showed a total duration of
60 project days. This equates to a performance metric of 17.65% delay in the
early completion of the project. The second duration was taken from the Gantt
chart provided and which indicates a duration of 59 days or 15.69% delay. For
comparison the resource histogram was constructed from the Gantt chart by
totaling daily resource requirements per activity. The resource histogram thus
developed exceeds the maximum daily resource availability often mandays on
project days 16 and 46.
The availability of a licensed copy of product J allowed for a further
type of analysis for this one product. Product J incorporates a feature which
allows the user to specify the sort order or precedence used when performing
resource constrained scheduling. This feature was used to demonstrate the
affect of different sort orders on the results of the resource constrained
scheduling procedures. Five different sort orders were used in performing the
resource constrained scheduling and the results identified as products Jl, J2,
J3, J4, and J5. The sort orders used were: Jl, early start, free float, and total
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float; J2, early start, early finish, and total float; J3, early finish; J4, late finish;
and J5, no sort specified. The five sort orders resulted in five different project
durations ranging from 56 to 67 project days. The performance metrics
calculated were Jl = 9.8%, J2 = 13.73%, J3 = 17.65%, J4 = 27.45%, and J5 =
3 1.37%. The five separate resource requirement curves for product J are











10 15 2" 25 30 „
PROJECT DAYS
40 45 50 55 60 65
M Manual, Dur. = 56
123 Product J3 Dur. = 60
I Product J 1 Dur. = 56
I Product J4 Dur. = 65
Product J2 Dur. =58
E3 Product J5 Dur. = 67
Figure 4: Resource Requirement Curves for Products Jl - J5
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In conclusion it should be noted that like the time constrained results,
the various schedules for the resource constrained results are not necessarily
identical for the various products even though their performance metrics are
the same. The reason for this is also very similar to the reasons for the
differences in the time constrained results. During the resource constrained
scheduling process an activity can potentially have various possible start dates
without exceeding the limit on total available resources, violating the establish
predecessor to successor relationships, or causing additional delay in the early
finish of the project. This can cause minor variations in the way a particular
software product schedules an activity with in the rules of resource constrained
scheduling. Figures 5 and 6 show the various resource requirement curves for












20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
PROJECT DAYS
60 65
13 Manual, Dur. = 56 B Product Al, Dur. = 59 Product A2, Dur. 60
E Product B, = n/a B Product C, Dur. = 56 M Product D, Dur. = 56
M Product E, n/a E3 Product F, n/a Product G, Dur. = 53
m Product H, Dur. = 56
Figure 5: Resource Constrained Resource Scheduling Results
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PROJECT DAYS
60 65
Manual, Dur. = 56 E3 Product I, n/a O Product J 1 Dur. = 56
m Product J2 Dur. = 58 B Product J3 Dur. = 60 m Product J4 Dur. = 65
9 Product J5 Dur. = 67 m Product K n/a Product L Dur. = 56
B Product M Dur. = 58
Figure 6: Resource Constrained Resource Scheduling Results
Part II (Products I through M)
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
The use of desktop computers in the construction industry has
unquestionably been of significant benefit. This is not only true for the
personnel in the home office, but for field personnel as well. The use of
scheduling software as a planning tool can preclude significant delays in the
field.
The research presented in this thesis, however, does point out that
there can be significant drawbacks associated with the use of scheduling
software. First, the rapid rate of change in the software industry presents a
significant problem to users and purchasers of software products. The
existence of a software product does not guarantee that the vendor will be
available to provide support for the product in even the very near future. This
was directly supported by the early phases of research for this thesis when a the
of vendors was validated in order to send out the product survey.
The second major drawback with scheduling software is that the
effectiveness of the time constrained resource scheduling procedure provided
as part of many products is only marginally effective at best. Only one of the
products surveyed was able to equal the effectiveness of the optimal solution
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developed manually. Project managers should be aware that the product they
are using, or considering, may not in fact provide the best possible time
constrained resource scheduling solution. Particular attention should be given
to the procedures and priorities used in performing the time constrained
resource scheduling. Specifically, the user of a particular software product
needs to investigate the method which the product uses to decide which
activity will be scheduled first when a significant change in total resource
requirements occurs.
What has been said for time constrained resource scheduling
procedures is also true for resource constrained resource scheduling
procedures. Only five of the products surveyed actually obtained the shortest
possible schedule given a fixed resource availability. The one exception to this
was the product which allowed the splitting of activities. The ability to split
activity durations can reduce the delay caused by the resource constrained
scheduling of a project. However, splitting should be available as an option
which can be selected only if desired by the user or project manager. For
resource constrained scheduling the user should investigate the sort criteria or
prioritization used in scheduling activities when a resource conflict occurs.
This was demonstrated by the multiple scheduling calculations conduct with
one software product using different sorting criteria. Particular care should be
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taken by the user or project manager when selecting the sort criteria when the
software product allows it to be modified. Finally, considering the daily cost of
any delay in a project, the time and effort expended in evaluating a software
product prior to purchase is very well spent.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
The research presented in this thesis made every effort to identify as
many scheduling software products as possible. However, the history of the
computer and software industry indicates that the list of vendors will only be
valid for two to three years. Any future research in the area of scheduling
software products will require the identification and revalidation of a new list
of vendors and products.
This thesis was also limited to only one sample network. As was
discussed earlier, the results from this one project are not transferable to
another project. The potential exists for a much broader study. Specifically, a
larger number of sample networks should be run through the time and or
resource constrained resource scheduling procedures of each software product.
The sample networks should vary in the number of activities and over all
length. In addition, the assignment of multiple resources per activity would
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more closely simulate the reality of project management. Results from the
scheduling of a variety of projects using the same software could then be







Project Management Scheduling Software Survey
Please complete a separate survey for each Project Management Scheduling software product
which is currently available from your company. Your time and effort in completing this




















286 386 486 D Pentium Other:
1M 4M 8M 16M Other:
Kbytes
DOS WIN OS/2 UNIX Other:

























Yes No (multiple users can access the same file)
Yes No (users can access same file simultaneously)
Yes No (access control of data elements)
Yes No
Yes No
(Given hardware is available)
Printer Plotter Disk file Other:
O Tabular reports
Histograms (resource, cost, etc.; periodic or cumulative)
l~l Time scaled activity bar charts
Activity on Arrow diagrams (plots using arrow diag. method)
Activity on Node diagrams (plots using critical path method)
( maximum per project)
(maximum per project)
Start-Start Start-Finish Finish-Start Finish-Finish
Fixed Resource driven Effort Driven
O (performs forward, backward, and float calculations)
Homogeneous (groups or pools of similar resources)
Heterogeneous (individual people/resources can be IDed)
O Groups or Teams (individual resources can be grouped)
(absolute max. number of resources per project)
f~1 Variable availability (avail, can be modified per time period)
Calendars (resources can be available on different
schedules)





Performs resource leveling. (Activity start is adjusted within
available float to minimize variances in required resource levels
without affecting milestones)
Performs resource allocation. (Activity start is adjusted to avoid
exceeding maximum available resource limits)
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Part II: Sample Network
Please enter the sample network below into your software product
level is constant for the duration of the activity. All relationships
The required resource
are Finish to Start.
Activity ED Duration Predecessors Successors Resource Level
10 5 None 20 3 Men/Day (MD)
20 1 10,30 50,80 5MD
30 1 None 20, 40, 90 4MD
40 4 30 60 2MD
50 5 20 60 3MD
60 2 40, 50 70, 140 4MD
70 12 60,80 170 2MD
80 10 20 70 5MD
90 2 30 100 3MD
100 5 90 110 4MD
110 6 100 120, 140 2MD
120 5 110 130 3MD
130 8 120 190 5MD
140 4 60, 110 150 2MD
150 5 140 160, 170 3MD
160 4 150 180,190 2MD
170 3 70, 150 180 4MD
180 4 160, 170 200 2MD
190 7 130, 160 200, 230 4MD
200 4 180, 190 210, 220 3MD
210 5 200 240 5MD
220 7 200 240, 250 2MD
230 10 190 250 4MD
240 4 210,220 260 3MD
250 3 220, 230 260 5MD
260 1 240, 250 None 4MD
1. After inputting the network but before performing any leveling or allocation of
resources please produce a tabular report listing at least the Activity ID, Early Start Date,
and Early Finish Date.
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2. With unlimited resources and with out delaying the Early Finish Date of activity 260,
please execute a leveling (smoothing) run/calculation with your software. Please produce the
same report as above as well as a daily resource histogram if possible.
3. Finally, limit the total available men/day to ten (10). Please perform an allocation
run/calculation and produce the same reports as above.
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B: Bar Chart of Sample Project by Early
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200 T 16 36 40 40
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C: Resource Histogram of Sample Project by Early




D: Bar Chart of Sample Network After Manual Time Constrained Resource
Scheduling
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E: Resource Histogram After Manual Time Constrained Resource Scheduling




F: Bar Chart of Sample Network After Manual Resource Constrained Resource
Scheduling
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Total Construction Management Sy
Galaxy Advanced Engineering, Inc.
1165 Chess Dr., Suite A




















4370 Tujunga Avenue, Suite 130














Address Point of Contact Product
Mantix Systems













Micro Planning International, Inc.














960 N. San Antonio Road, Suite 210
































Primavera Project Plannerfor Wind
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Address Point of Contact Product
Primavera, Sure Irak Division
1574 W. 1700 South












Project Software & Development, Inc. (P Russell Phillips
20 University Road Phone: (800) 366-7734
Cambridge, MA 02138 FAX: (313)271-8937
PROJECT/2
Protelisis
429 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 460






22700 Savi Ranch Parkway




















393 Vintage Park Drive, Suite 140





Small System Design, Inc.








Address Point of Contact Product
Symantec Corporation







4141 Jutland Drive, #201





Universal Construction Software, Inc.
120 S. R. 419




















23010 Lake Forest Drive, #321







I: Summary of Vendor Responses
AccuraTech Inc. Timetable 5.0
System Requirements: CPU: 286 RAM: 1 Disk: 1000 OS: DOS, UN
Mouse: No OlherSR:
Software Features: GUI: No Multiuser: No MuitiFile: No ElemControl: No
Help: Yes Tutor: No
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: No Disk: Yes Other: Arrow & Node avail with
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: No Node: No
Time Analysis: # of Act: Unlim #ofCalen: 96 Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: No Effort Driven: No
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: 500 Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: No Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: No
Performs Leveling: Yes Performs Allocation: Yes
AlderGraf Systems, Inc. Aldergraf Scheduling System
System Requirements: CPU: 286 RAM: 1 Disk: 20000 OS: DOS
Mouse: No OlherSR:
Software Features: GUI: No Multiuser: No MuitiFile: No ElemControl: No
Help: No Tutor: No
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: Yes Node: Yes
Time Analysis: # of Act: 32000 # of Calen: 50 Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: No Effort Driven: No
Resource Characteristics: Max U of Res: Unlim Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: No
Groups: No Variable Avail.: No Res. Calenders: No Mult. Cost Levels: No














GUI: No Multiuser: Yes Yes
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Print: Yes Plot: No Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: No Bar: No Arrow: No Node: No
# of Act: Unlim tf of Calen:
SS: No SF: Yes FS: No
Duration Fixed: No Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: No
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: Unlim Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: No Mult. Cost Levels: No
Performs Leveling: No Performs Allocation: Yes
Unlim Critical Path Anal.: No
FF: No
ASA Andrew Sipos Associates
System Requirements: CPU: 286
Mouse: No
Project Scheduling Library P




YesSoftware Features: GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: No Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: No Bar: No Arrow: No Node: No
Time Analysis: # of Act: 29000 # of Calen: 10 Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: No
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: 99000 Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes




MultiFile: No ElemControl: No
Computer Associates Internation CA - SuperProject for Windo
System Requirements: CPU: 386 RAM: 4M Disk: 10M OS: WIN
Mouse: Yes OtherSR:
GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk: Yes
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes
tt of Act: 16,000 # of Calen:
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: No
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: ?? Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes
Performs Leveling: Yes Performs Allocation: Yes
Other:
Bar: Yes Arrow: No












CPU: 486 RAM: 32 Disk:
Mouse: Yes OtherSR:
GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes
Help: Yes Tutor: No
Print: Yes Plot: No
Reports: Yes Histogra
U of Act: Unlim #





m: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: Yes Node: Yes
ofCalen: 10 Critical Path Anal. : Yes
FS: Yes FF: Yes
Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: Unlim Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes
Performs Leveling: Yes Performs Allocation: Yes
Galaxy Advanced Engineering, I VISION/Project Management
System Requirements: CPU: RAM: Disk: OS:
OtherSR:





Bar: Yes Arrow: Yes Node: Yes
4 Critical Path Anal.: Yes
GUI: No
Help: No
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes
Time Analysis: # of Act: 40000 #ofCalen:
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes
Performs Leveling: Yes Performs Allocation: Yes
Disk: 4,900 OS: W1N.UNI
ElemControl: No
Micro Planning International, In X-Pert Ver 2.3
System Requirements: CPU: J86 RAM: 4M
Mouse: Yes OtherSR:
GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes MultiFile: No
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: Yes Node: Yes
# of Act: 15,000 tfofCalen: 500 Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes




Resource Characteristics: Max U of Res: 500 Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes








RAM: 2 Disk: 3,600
OtherSR:
Multiuser: Yes MultiFile: Yes
Tutor: Yes




Software Output: Print: Yes
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: Yes Node: Yes
Time Analysis: # of Act: 9,999 # of Calen: 9,999 Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max U of Res: 9,999 Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes









Disk: 500 OS: WIN, OS
Yes ElemControl: Yes
Arrow: No Node:




Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes
# of Art: Unlim # of Calen: Unlim
SS: No SF: No FS: Yes FF: No
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: yes Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes




System Requirements: CPU: 486
Mouse: Yes
Primavera Project Planner for
RAM: 8 Disk: ?? OS: WIN
OtherSR:




Arrow: No Node: Yes
Critical Path Anal.: Yes
Software Features: GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes
Time Analysis: # of Art: 100,000 # of Calen:
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max U of Res: Unlim Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: No Mult. Cost Levels: Yes
Performs Leveling: Yes Performs Allocation: Yes
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Primavcra, Sure Trak Division Sure Trak
System Requirements: CPU: 386 RAM: 4 Disk: 16,000 OS: VVilN
Mouse: Yes OtherSR:
Software Features: GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes MultiFile: No ElemControl: No
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: No Node: Yes
Time Analysis: # of Act: Blank # of Calen: Blank Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: No FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: Blank Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: No
Performs Leveling: No Performs Allocation: Yes
Research Engineers, Inc.





RAM: 8M Disk: 5M
OtherSR: AutoCAD 12/386
Software Features: GUT: Yes Multiuser: Yes MultiFile: Yes ElemControl:
Help: Yes Tutor: No
Software Output: Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk: Yes Other:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes Bar: Yes Arrow: Yes Node: Yes
Time Analysis: U of Act: 100,000 # of Calen: I nliin Critical Path Anal.: Yes
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes FF: Yes
Duration Fixed: Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Resource Characteristics: Max # of Res: 100,000 Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: No
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes
Performs Leveling: Yes Performs Allocation: Yes
Symantec Corporation Timeline 6.0 for Windows
System Requirements: CPU: 386 RAM: 2 Disk: 2.000 OS: WIN
Mouse: Yes OtherSR:
Software Features: GUI: Yes Multiuser: Yes MultiFile: Yes ElemControl: No
Help: Yes Tutor: Yes
Software Output:
Time Analysis:
Print: Yes Plot: Yes Disk:
Reports: Yes Histogram: Yes
# of Act: 1,000 # of Calen:
SS: Yes SF: Yes FS: Yes
Yes Other:
Bar: Yes Arrow: No Node: Yes




Yes Resource Driven: Yes Effort Driven: Yes
Max # of Res: 1,000 Homogeneous: Yes Heterogeneous: Yes
Groups: Yes Variable Avail.: Yes Res. Calenders: Yes Mult. Cost Levels: Yes
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